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but instead of placing it in the Campophagidae he places it in a new family, 
Sphecotheridae, next to the latter. This family name would appear to 
be proposed here for the first time although there is nothing in the text to 
indicate it, the entire text leading one to infer that he is placing the genus 
in the Campophagidae. For the two genera of Log-runners he proposes the 
family Orthonycidae but what disposition he intends to make of Cinclosoma 
is not clear. As the text stands it is included with the Log-runners but 
the page heading over each species reads "Family Cinclosomatidae." 
Possibly a section of text covering this family was accidentally omitted. 
It is unfortunate that such an important work should be marred by 
such slips as these which leave the reader at a loss to know just what the 
author's views may be. 

Papuorthonyx (p. 177) is proposed as a new genus for Orthonyx novaegui- 
neae. 

The plates and text are fully up to the standard of the work.--W. S. 

Van Oort's 'Birds of the Netherlands.'•--Part 9 of this notable 
work consists, like its predecessor, entirely of plates. There are ten in 
all, six of ducks, one of a shearwater--Pu•nus pu•nus yelkonan and 
three of Marsh Hawks.--Circus cyaneus and pygarg•s. The ducks are 
the Eider, of which there is besides the one of the nuptial plumages, another 
showing the eclipse dress and the molting condition leading up to it; 
the White-headed Ruddy Duck, the European Merganser, Red-breasted 
Merganser and the Sinew. The importance of this work to American 
ornithologists is evident when we realize that almost all of the excellent 
plates in the present part represent American forms or those very closely 
related to them and we do not know where a more satisfactory series of 
illustrations of duck plumages can be found.. The text to these parts 
will follow later.--W. S. 

Howell's 'Biological Survey of Alabama'?--This pamphlet based 
upon the field work of Mr. Howell and his assistants in practically all 
parts of the State, contains a detailed report on the mammals and a brief 
preliminary consideration of the "Physiography and Life Zones" of the 
State, with a number of photographs and a colored faunal map. 

The report on the birds is reserved for a separate publication but lists 
of the characteristic breeding species of the Upper and Lower Austral 
Zones, the only two life zones traversing Alabama, are given in the present 
connection. 

Failure to follow the A. O. U. 'Check-List' in this and other publications 
of the Biological Survey seems unfortunate. Most readers •ill be con- 
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